In case V is irreducible with singular curve C, we cannot write every oeH3(W -V) as a tube. Indeed, oa = 6C4 and C4 Will meet C in a finite number of points. The trouble is similar to the above and may be overcome as follows: Let DC V be a curve meeting C transversely at a finite number of points pi,...pt. For simplicity, assume t = 1, p = pi, and let B be a small ball around p in W. We may assume that, locally, D is Vie (2-plane in 3-space) and we restrict our attention to V-(this 2-plane). We may construct a tube r, over D -D n B,, and 6rT, will be a finite number (= number of local branches of V) of linked toral surfaces in a 3-sphere. If we take out the solid tori from the sphere, we are left with a 3-chain a' such that T, + fT = T is a 3-cycle in W -V. Furthermore, T = 6c4 where c4-C = {p}. Then, if aoH3(W -V), a -kr will be a 3-cycle with u--kr = bc4 and c4. C = 0. Thus, a -kT is a linear combination of tubes and, to 
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1 Griffiths, P. A., these PROCEEDINGS, 55, 1303 (1966 and W" by WI = {ZEW2k-1Zozo . 1/21. Let V2k-2 = V' nf W be the common boundary of W' and W", and let U2k-3 be the (2k -3)-dimensional manifold U2k-3 = { zEW2k-lIzo_ = 01. The space U2k-3 is the total space of a 1-sphere bundle over a nonsingular complex projective quadric Qk-2, and its homology can be calculated from its Gysin-sequence. Hi(U,Z) is infinite cyclic for i = 0, 2k -3, cyclic of order 2 for i = k -2, and zero otherwise (k odd, of course). From the exact sequence
it follows that 7rl(U) is abelian, and therefore, irl(U2k-l) -0 for k > 3 and 7r,(U3) = Z2 for the real projective 3-space U3.
The fundamental groups and the homology of W', W", and V are computed as follows: W' is a tubular neighborhood of U in W, and is, in fact, homeomorphic to the product U X D2 of U with a closed 2-disk D2. (This is obvious for k > 3, since then H2(U,Z) = 0.) It follows that V is homeomorphic to S' X U. Therefore, one knows the homology and fundamental groups of V and W'. One has ir,(W') = 0 for k > 3 and 2r(W') = Z2 for k = 3, 7rX(V2k-2) = Z for k > 3 and r(V4) = Z + Z2. For the computations with respect to W", it is convenient to resolve the singularity of Xk by a quadratic transformation at 0. In the resulting modification Ak of Xk, the point 0 is replaced by a (k -1)-dimensional projective quadric cone. A suitable affine coordinate neighborhood of its vertex in Sk, with affine coordinates x1,.... ,Xk, is mapped into Xk by the equations z0 = X12 + . . . + x,2 and zi = xi(x,2 + ... + xk2) for i = 1,.. .,k. Let S be the (2k -1)-sphere S = {xIxi5?, + ... + XkXk = 11, and let S', S", U' be the subsets of S defined by S' = { XESI IX12 + ... + Xk21 < 1/21, SI' = {xESJ Jx,2 + ... + X 1 . '/21, and U' = {IxESIx2 + . . . + X,2 = 01. If one considers W as a subset of 1, then w n s = 5'n sf5 = w' nf W". Furthermore, W" is homeomorphic to S"; one obtains a homeomorphism by projecting from the origin x = 0. The other two pieces S' and W' are also homeomorphic, because U' is evidently homeomorphic to U and S' is a tubular neighborhood of U' in the sphere S, and therefore, homeomorphic to U' X D2.
The space S" is clearly homotopy equivalent to the complement of a (k -1)-dimensional affine quadric cone in an affine k-space, and therefore, according to Zariski,4 the fundamental group iri(f') is infinite cyclic. The homology groups of W" are immediately obtained from those of U by applying Alexander's duality theorem to the sphere S and the subcomplex S'.
4. We now prove that W2k -is simply connected: For k > 3 the result is trivial by now, because the amalgamation of 7ri(Wf) and 7r1(W') = 0 must give the same result as the amalgamation of 7r1(S") and 7r,(S') = 0, and therefore, 7r1(W) = 7r,(S) = 0. For k = 3 let gi be the element of 7r,(V4) corresponding to a fiber S' of V4 ' S1 X U' -O U', and let q2 in Ir(V) = Z + Z2 be the element of order 2. Let i: V --W' and j: V -o W" be the inclusion maps. Then i*gl, i*g2, and j*gl are generators of the corresponding groups, and j*g2 = 0. Therefore, amalgamation of 7r,(W') and ir,(W") according to van Kampen's theorem gives 7r,(W5) = 0.
5. Finally, the fact that W is a homology sphere can be deduced from the above results by considering the exact Mayer-Vietoris-sequence for (W,W',W") . gives H2(W,Z) = 0. A similar argument can be used for k > 3, so that for all odd k, the neighborhood-boundary W2k-, is a simply connected homology sphere, hence a sphere and the boundary of a neighborhood of 0 in X, which is homeomorphic to a ball. 
